COUPON
Oil Burner Package
Buy Any Oil Burner ($10.00+)
Receive 1/2 oz. Burner Oil & 1 pack of tealight candles FREE
Burner must be priced at $10+
Offer not valid without coupon
Offer Valid August 1—31, 2003

COUPON
JAPANESE INCENSE SPECIAL
15% Discount on Purchases of $10+
Save 15% on total Japanese Incense Purchases of $10.00+
Offer not valid without coupon — min. purchase required
Discount is limited to Japanese Incense ONLY
Offer Not Valid with Other Specials
Offer Valid September 1—30, 2003

Retail Price-list
We offer a wide variety of bath and body products for your convenience. The sizes and prices are as follows:

8 oz. Bath/Shower Gel — $8.00 ea. (+$1.00 for extra fragrance)
8 oz. Body Lotion — $8.00 ea. (+$1.00 for extra fragrance)
8 oz. Massage Oil — $10.00 ea. (+$1.00 for extra fragrance)
8 oz. Small Dead Sea Bath Salt — $3.50 ea.
1/2 oz. Large Dead Sea Bath Salt — $6.00 ea. (approximately 8 oz.)
1 oz. Fragrance Oil — $10.50 ea. (roll-on bottle)
1 oz. BlackSoap. — $2.50 ea.
1 oz. Aloe Vera & Café by SAC — $2.75 ea.
1 oz. Night Queen, Sports Bar, Multi-Vitamin, Olive Oil, and a Beauty Bar.
1 oz. Small Dead Sea Bath Salt — $3.50 ea.
1 oz. Large Dead Sea Bath Salt — $6.00 ea. (approximately 8 oz.)
1 oz. Honey & Almond, Soy Milk, Night Queen, Sports Bar, Multi-Vitamin, Olive Oil, and a Beauty Bar.
1 oz. Frankincense, Sandalwood, Juniper, Geranium, Patchouli, Lavender, Pine, and almost any citrus or spice oils.

Ancient Traditions of Myrrh

Myrrh has been used for more than three thousand years in perfumery, cosmetic, funerary, and healing traditions. It was a primary ingredient used in the mummification process in ancient Egypt, as well as in cosmetics and perfumes. In China, it was used to treat arthritis, menstrual problems and wound healing. This ancient remedy is actually listed in one Western pharmacopoeia as a treatment for gingivitis, mouth ulcers and pharyngitis.

Myrrh has several healing properties, including its ability to aid in scar healing. Myrrh is a useful anti-inflammatory (reduces swelling), antiseptic (destroys germ/microbes), and anti-microbial agent.

The essential oil is useful in dealing with chapped and cracked skin, wound care, wrinkle treatment, and for a wide range of oral and dental problems: gum infections, gingivitis, ulcers, canker sores, and sore throat. A few drops of myrrh mixed with aloe vera gel provides an effective topical ointment for these problems.

If you prefer the smell of myrrh (a mildly sweet, sometimes spicy and a little medicinal), then we offer the resin (rock) incense, stick incense and even fragrance oils for you to try.

If you are a purist, then try the essential oil by itself or blended with any of the following: frankincense, sandalwood, juniper, geranium, patchouli, lavender, pine, and almost any citrus or spice oils.

Trivia Question: What is another name of myrrh?

Outdoor Fun Tips

Now that summer is in full swing, many of us spend as much time as possible outdoors. Here are some helpful hints to make your outdoor experiences a little more pleasurable.

Worried about mosquitoes...try mixing 10-15 drops of lavender essential oil with an unscented lotion for a natural mosquito repellent.

Need a good sunburn or after-sun skin protector...try shea butter. This product helps promote healing to sun-damaged skin and is an excellent skin moisturizer.

Bug bites, cuts, scrapes and stings...try mixing 5 drops of lavender & 5 drops of tea-tree essential oil with 1 oz. of aloe vera gel.
What’s That Smell?

Perfumes can be composed of one or hundreds of ingredients. Almost all perfumes are classified by type: floral, oriental, woody, etc. However, these terms only describe the overall scent. The individual ingredients are what make each fragrance combination unique. These ingredients are often referred to in musical terms as the: top notes, middle notes and base notes. The top notes are those ingredients you smell as soon as you take a whiff. These notes will generally fade into the middle notes or the heart of the fragrance. And finally, the base notes are what causes a fragrance to have lasting power.

The following are brief descriptions of the primary ingredients in some of the more popular fragrances. (Due to space limitations, we cannot list all of the ingredients in each fragrance.)

Burberry type (Women) — top notes: tagetes, black currant, green apple, bergamot; middle notes: jasmine, cedar, sandalwood, moss; base notes: musk and vanilla.

Burberry type (Men) — top notes: bergamot, lavender, thyme, mint; middle notes: geranium, sandalwood, moss; base notes: amber, tonka bean, and cedarwood.

Dolce & Gabbana type (Men) — top notes: lavender, bergamot, mandarin, orange, lemon; middle notes: sage, tarragon, cardamom, pepper; base notes: sandalwood, cedar, tobacco, musk, cuminat, and tonka bean.

Jean-Paul Gaultier type (Women) — top notes: rose, star aniseed; middle notes: iris, orchid, orange blossom; base notes: vanilla, and woody amber.

Jean-Paul Gaultier type (Men) — top notes: warmwood, bergamot, cardamom; middle notes: lavender, orange blossom, cinnamon, cumin; base notes: wood, musk, amber, and vanilla.

Issey Miyake type (Men) — top/middle notes: verbena, coriander, sage, cinnamon, nutmeg, saffron; base notes: sandalwood, cedar, amber, and musk.

Perry Ellis 360º type (Women) — top notes: Amazon lily, osmanthus, melon, tangerine, blue rose; middle notes: muguet, water lily, lavender, sage; base notes: amber, sandalwood, vetiver, vanilla and musk.

New Additions

SAC Incense — 8 gram/8 sticks per pack: Aloe Vera and Cafe. Each pack retails for $1.00 each or get one carton of the same fragrance for $10.00.

BlackSoap.com Soaps — Honey & Almond, Soy Milk, Multi-Vitamin, Sports Bar, Night Queen, and Beauty Bar. All of these soaps are $2.50 each or 6/$12.00.

Resin (rock) Incense — now available in two sizes — small (~3.5 oz. = $6.50) and large (~7 oz. = $10.00): Arabian Blend (clear), Arabian Blend (dark), Black Ethiopian, Devotion, Fine Frankincense, Forest, Gold, Midnight Gold, Red Dragon, Sunatran Benzon, and Premium Frankincense.

Smaller 30 gram (approx. 1 oz.) resin incense packets are also available in select fragrances: Basilica, Casper, Gloria & Natural, for $2.00 each.

Fragrant Additions

The following fragrances have been added since June 1, 2003:

- ArdenBeauty type for Women
- Baby Powder Blue Love (Unisex)
- Cha Cha Chica type for Women
- Escada Ibiza Hippie type for Women
- Eternity Rose Blush type for Women
- Globe type for Men
- Lolita Lempicka type for Men
- Love Spell type for Women
- Madness type for Women
- One Love type (Unisex)
- Potion type for Women
- Sensi type for Women
- Tribe type (Unisex)

NOTE: As always, these represent our versions of fragrances and are not associated with any registered or trademark protected designer or manufacturer.

Fragrant Considerations

Have you ever wondered which fragrance/perfume oils are available for both Men and Women. Well, wonder no more... we offer a large selection of paired or matched fragrances available for both Men & Women. So if you and your significant other would like to match fragrances, your choices include:

- Acqua di Gio type; Adidas Moves type; Angel type; Animale type; Allure type; Beverly Hills 273 type; Bijan type; Bill Blass type; Blv by Bvlgari type; Bora Bora type; Boucheron type; Burberry type; Caesar’s type; Candie’s type; Carolina Herrera type; 212 Carolina Herrera type; Casual type; Catalyst type; Champagne type; Contradiction type; Cool Water type; Creed type; Curve type; Design type; Desire type; DKNY 2000 type; Dolce & Gabbana type; Dune type; Emporio type; Envy type; Escada type; Escape type; Eternity type; Fendi type; Freedom type; Jean-Paul Gaultier type; Giorgio type; Giorgio Red type; GoodLife type; Gucci type; Guess type; Happy type; Hollywood type; Hugo type; In-tuition type; Issey Miyake type; Jaipur type; Jivago 24K type; Joop type; Jovan Musk type; Kenneth Cole type; Kenzo type; Lolita Lempicka type; Lucky You type; Mambo type; Mania type; Marc Jacobs type; Michael Kors type; Miracle type; Nautica type; New West type; Nicole Miller type; Passion type; Perry Ellis America type; Perry Ellis 360º type; Pleasures type; Polo Sport type; Obsession type; OP Juice type; Opium type; Oxygen type; Ralph type; Realm type; Romance type; Rush type; Safari type; Sung type; Touch type; Truth type; Tuscany type; V.S. (by Victoria’s Secret) type; Weekend type; and, Wings type.

NOTE: As always, these represent our versions of fragrances and are not associated with any registered or trademark protected designer or manufacturer.